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Hello and a wonderful autumn to you!
As you might have noticed, I didn't write four newsletters in the last year year as initially planned. Those
who also read my blog know the reason for this: First a difficult pregnancy and then the birth of the
twins Nikolas and Friederike kept me away from my studio. And so there simply was not much to talk
about.
The instructions for the Coptic binding in German which I
had planned to start selling by now are still far from
finished. I hope I will find the time to start working on them
again. But at the moment my priorities lie elsewhere, and I
have no concrete plans for a launch of the book.
I was very happy about the great interest in my other
instructional book "Six Ways to Make Coptic Headbands".
To keep it in stock required almost all my studio time in the
weeks since June. Other than that, I managed to make some
more notebooks with an Asian stab binding, and developed this line a little further: They now have a
head covered in a different paper than the covers for which I used Italian and other patterned paper.
My hope is that in the months to come I will manage to keep my other lines of books alive, too: The
travel journals in a slipcase (plans are to make them larger), the jeansbooks, monsterbooks and the artist
study books. And I would like to finish some of the artist books I thought about during hours spend
waiting for this and that in daily visits in hospital since April. But time will show which of these projects
and plans seem less important after nights without sleep, or loose priority over the growing demands of
a pair of growing twins.
To celebrate the birth of my first son and daughter
the notebooks which come in sets of two in my Etsy
shop are on a 50% discount for my newsletter
readers until end of September. Just shop and check
out as usual but enter the keyword "twins" as a
message to seller. I will refund the excess you paid
via paypal refund.
I don't know yet when I will find the time for the
next newsletter, or when there will be something to
talk about. But I wish you a good time until then,
with many happy hours spend with a beautiful book
in your hands.
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Greetings from the book tiger Hilke Kurzke
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